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Abstract

Multi-Scale Hydrological Information System
Using an OGC Standards-based Architecture

Jingqi Dong, M.S.E.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: David R. Maidment

A Multi-Scale Hydrological Information System (HIS) includes three levels of
HIS, which are the national CUAHSI HIS, the Texas HIS and the local Capital Area
Council of Governments (CAPCOG) HIS. The CUAHSI Hydrologic Information System
has succeeded in putting water data together using a Services-Oriented Architecture
(SOA). However, maintaining the current metadata catalog service has been problematic.
An Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard transformation procedure is happening
to transfer the current web services into OGC adopted services and models. The
transformation makes CUAHSI HIS compliant with the international OGC standards and
to have the capability to host tremendous water data. On a scaled down level, the Texas
HIS has been built for the specific Texas hydrologic data, concerning the variables and
the web services listed in this thesis. The CAPCOG emergency response system was
initiated for the purpose of the Texas flash flood warning, including several data services,
such as the USGS NWIS, the City of Austin (COA) and the Lower Colorado River
v

Authority (LCRA). By applying the consistent mechanism, which is the OGC standardsbased SOA, in these three scales of HIS, three catalogs of services can be created within
the architecture, and hydrologic data services included in different catalogs can be
searched across. Each catalog of services has a different scale or purpose. A technique,
called KiWIS developed by the KISTERS Company, of publishing OGC standard web
services through the WISKI hydrologic database was then described. The technique has
been applied to the City of Austin‟s water data hosted at CRWR. The OGC standard
transformation progress reviewed in the thesis and the technique described can give a
reference on how to synthesize Multi-Scale HIS within a standard mechanism.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
Hydrology is one of the most important natural sciences in the human history. It
encompasses all the studies of the hydrologic cycle, which is the endless circulation of
water between the earth and its atmosphere (Chow, Maidment, & Mays, 1988). That is to
say, the water cycle is the center of hydrological studies. Many hydrological processes
such as precipitation, evaporation, runoff, infiltration, etc., are critical for hydrologists
and researchers. As technologies in measurement and observation improved along the last
century, the population of hydrological data increased dramatically. Some of these data
are published by different data sources‟ agencies and institutes. However, accessing
water data is still time-consuming since different organizations have various data types,
collection and publication formats and standards. Furthermore, they publish their water
data through their own websites or systems, which makes it harder to synthesize data that
are held by different agencies.
A Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc.
(CUAHSI) was founded in 2001 including more than 120 universities in the U.S. and
several more institutes around the world. The CUAHSI program includes a Hydrological
Information System (HIS) project. CUAHSI HIS is an internet-based and servicesoriented system for sharing hydrologic data (http://his.cuahsi.org/). It connects to data
from different data providing agencies, like EPA and USGS-NWIS, and then publishes
them through web services registered on a single “portal”. In this way, a national
hydrological dataset is established from which hydrologic data can be selected at one
time. After 10 years of development, this national CUAHSI HIS has proved its value.
Currently, 71 data publishers around the country are registered on CUAHSI HIS Central
1

web service and their data have been harvested for searching and downloading
(http://hiscentral.cuahsi.org/).
CUAHSI initiates a HIS in a national scale, and on a scaled-down level, HIS for
individual states is also being considered and developed. Texas HIS has been initialized
based on the CUAHSI HIS structure by the Center for Research in Water Resources
(CRWR) in the University of Texas at Austin and Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) in 2009 and is under development.
Following down the previous Nation-State HIS structure, there are many local
agencies that hold local hydrologic data in different ways. The Capital Area Council of
Governments (CAPCOG) in Texas has created an emergency response system for flash
flood warning. It includes real time data for precipitation and gages height from different
local agencies such as City of Austin and LCRA (Lower Colorado River Authority), as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A Vision of Different Scales Using Hydrological Data
2

Currently, a standardization process in CUAHSI HIS is being researched and
under development under the lead of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).
International standard reference models adopted in OGC will be used in CUAHSI HIS
instead of the current Services-Oriented Architecture.
In September 2010, a project from TWDB called TWDB Coastal GeoDatabase
was started. The project requires several deliveries: a set of controlled parameters for
Texas HIS Central, a parameter mapping table, a unit conversion table, a web services list
and a plug-in for Texas HIS in HydroDesktop. However, as the OGC standardization
process is going on and new data models are going to be used in CUAHSI HIS in the near
future, TWDB prefers to follow the standards research and delay the plug-in in
HydroDesktop until the revised HydroDesktop comes out or it is superseded with other
applications consistent with OGC approaches.
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE AND OBJECTIVES
Different scales of HIS have different purposes. CUAHSI HIS aims to build a HIS
for users access to more and better data. Texas HIS focuses on some specific parameters
related to the Coastal GeoDatabase, and CAPCOG has the purpose of building an
emergency response system for flash flood warning. Thus, each level in a Multi-Scale
HIS serves a specific purpose and is necessary to construct its own HIS.
A synchronized standard mechanism is necessary within Multi-Scale HIS, which
means the data discovery methods and architectures in the national CUAHSI, Texas HIS
and local CAPCOG are better consistent with each other. Although different purposes
exist in different scales of HIS, which may result to diverse practical realizations within
the multi-scale, the core architecture of data transmission and management should be
consistent.
3

The OGC standard progress happening in CUAHSI HIS is a platform to build this
standard mechanism. It enhances the capability of CUAHSI HIS for adoption and
inheritance of a large amount data sources globally. Meanwhile, since the OGC is an
international standard organization that provides standards which could be used in wide
situations, the efforts made in CUAHSI HIS provides a prototype for state and local HIS
to construct in the same way.
The construction of the comprehensive National-State-Local HIS in a standard
mechanism is critical for the advancement of hydrology and the concept of HIS. It gives
an integral vision on how hydrologic information could connect within different scales
and facilitate the hydrological science effectively.
This thesis is a part of the products for the TWDB Coastal GeoDatabase project
and it provides a reference for studies on how to build a Texas HIS that is conformal with
CUAHSI HIS using OGC standard reference models. The thesis includes a review of the
OGC transformation process, the efforts that have been made for Texas HIS and a study
on how to apply the OGC reference models that are selected for CUAHSI HIS to Texas
HIS. The primary objectives of the thesis are listed below:


OGC Standard Procedures: a review of OGC standard procedures currently
happening in CUAHSI HIS and its relationship with the original services-oriented
architecture in CUAHSI HIS;



Texas HIS Products: including 1) Standardized parameters and their codes and
units; 2) A list of data providers‟ web services; 3) Parameters mapping and units‟
conversion;



Kisters Services: the setup of KiWIS system for City of Austin;



Conclusions: the OGC standard approaches applied in Multi-Scale HIS and the
future research needed.
4

Chapter 2: Literature Review on Hydrological Information system
2.1 EARLY PERSPECTIVES OF HIS
SAPHYDATA, Systems for the Acquisition, Transmission and Processing of
Hydrological Data, is an international study in hydrology launched by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in early 1970s (Grigoriev,
etc., 1972) who generalized Hydrologic Information System into four categories which
were:
1) Observing and measuring subsystems;
2) Communications and coupling subsystems;
3) Computing subsystems and;
4) Display and archiving subsystems.
Within this wide definition of HIS, the second component – Communications and
coupling subsystems – interlinks the SAPHYDATA subsystems that transmit hydrologic
data. The SAPHYDATA study indicated that digital systems are a reliable means of
transmitting and storing data and are more accurate than other methods. However, the
emphasis of the research was not on this component because of the technology
limitations at that time, but on the other three components which are more traditional
hydrological science.
In the mid 1970s, another program that was more specialized in the second
component above was launched by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), to support the
collection and transmission of data in hydrology, as large amounts of time series data are
produced by all kinds of technologies, and these data are usually maintained in different
organizations.
Efforts to collect and compile water data were made in the U.S. The National
Water-Use Information Program, which was designed to be the single data source of
5

water-use information, was carried out in October 1977 as a result of a congressional
initiative (Mann, Moore, & Chase, 1983). The program tried to compile all data sources
related to the water-use at both national and state levels. The goals of developing a wateruse data information system were set in the program and data were organized by catalogs
based on water usages. This is the early attempt at both national and state levels to
compile and standardize water information in the U.S.
2.2 GIS-BASED HIS
ESRI Company released their Geographical Information System (GIS) software
Arc/Info in the 1980s, and the ArcGIS by early 2000. Many other GIS tools have also
been launched since 1980s. GIS has become a foundation for scientific research (Gregory
& Ell, 2007), including hydrologic science. Hydrologists have linked hydrological
models with GIS, such as a river management tool linking SWAT and GIS (Rosenthal &
Srinivasan, 1995), or developed hydrologic models based on GIS components (Schumann
& Funke, 1996). But these are not the only ways that GIS could be involved in an
information system for hydrological events. In Italy, an information system stored the
hydrological and geomorphological catastrophes, including floods and landslides, within
almost a century period. From a historical database of these catastrophes, scientists
digitized previous paper records, created the catalogue for the system, and developed a
web-based GIS application client for the system (Guzzett & Tonelli, 2004).
Further improvements in hydrological information worldwide are occurring. In
Germany, a LIFE-project funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG) aimed to
build a GIS-supported Freshwater Information System. One important component in this
project is to automatically collect field data into the system (Pundt, Hitchcock, Bluhm, &
Streit A., 1996). Concurrently, in Germany, there is also a “Regionalization in
6

Hydrology” program funded by DFG in 1992 to transfer hydrological information
between spatial objects (Streit & Kleeberg, 1996). Arc/Info was used as the GIS-platform
to maintain spatial data and the metadata of temporal and spatial data was modeled using
the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) standard. The Weser River Catchment
was selected as the target basin to test out this Hydrological Data Information System
(HydroDIS). In 1996, a further conceptual framework of Hydro Visualization
Information System (HydroVIS) was developed by introducing ArcView as the GISplatform, and the framework was realized in 2000 for the Weser River Catchment
including geographic visualization and animation (Fuhrmann, 2000).
The automatically data collection program and the “Regionalization in
Hydrology” program in Germany, stand for two ends in a HIS, which are data acquisition
and data processing. By applying GIS in hydrology, the framework of HIS indicated by
the Panel on SAPHYDATA is clearer (Figure 2). The data recording, storing and
disseminating process are visualized spatially due to the involvement of GIS. The
prediction by the Panel on SAPHYDATA in 1970s that digital systems are reliable means
in HIS has been realized to certain extent in these German projects. As internet
technologies developed dramatically since 2000, this idea expended.

7

GIS

Figure 2: Schematic procedure of SAPHYDATA
2.3 WEB-BASED HIS
A first generation web-based HIS was established during the 1990‟s in the U.S.
USGS has been providing real-time and historic streamflow data available for each State
since 1994, but only through separate Web sites. The National Water Information System
(NWISWeb) is an online web system that provides public access to water data. NWIS
was built by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 2001 and integrates fifty States data
8

in one national database that is accessible through a Web portal. It includes real-time
stream-flow, water quality, ground-water level and precipitation data collected at over 1.5
million USGS sites all over the nation (USGS, 2001). It also contains the results of
previous efforts on assembling Water-Use information. In this sense, USGS is both a data
collection and a data publication organization and it acts efficiently in creating an
independent and systematic water information platform for a single national hydrological
organization with component operations in the fifty States.
From the client endpoint, web services methods have also been linked with
hydrologic or hydraulic models. Jiri Horak et al. described a web services HIS, ETRA
GIS, which included Web map services, Web server, Database, Data Abstraction Layer
(DAL), Web services application interface (WS-API) and remote components (Horak,
Orlik, Stromsky, & Marsik, 2006). Data are transported by Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) through web services, from remote components to web map services,
and then saved in the database system from which the DAL obtains data and is queried by
hydro model clients in specific formats. Their project made progress in querying and
accessing web-based hydrologic data through web services methods and linked the HIS
with current hydro models, such as HEC-HMS and ModFlow, however, the web services
structure still depends on the original data inputs and is not generic for different types of
remote input data.
Realizing the difficulty and importance in collecting hydrologic data, an effort
that integrates multiple organizations to develop a standardized national HIS in the U.S.
has been made, which is led by the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of
Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI), funded by National Science Foundation (NSF)
since 2004.
9

Chapter 3: CUAHSI Hydrologic Information System
CUAHSI HIS is a geographically distributed network that targets to integrate
water data from different organizations, such as USGS-NWIS, EPA Storet, National
Climate Data Center‟s Climate Data (NCDC) online and other data sources, using
Services-Oriented Architecture, so that they operate as a connected whole (Maidment,
2008). Currently, there are 69 services registered on CUAHSI HIS, including
organizations from national, state and local levels, as well as institutes and research
groups.
3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF CUAHSI HIS
CUAHSI HIS was also designed as an Information Portal for Digital Hydrologic
Observatories, to provide an inventory database for water data measured at points, which
then makes it accessible through web services (Maidment, 2005). Based on this purpose,
a standard relational database structure, called the Observations Data Model (ODM), was
developed for observed water data publication (Horsburgh, Tarboton, Maidment, &
Zaslavsky, 2008). Data series measured at points, such as gages and stations, are stored in
ODM in standard formats with predefined fields, published in WaterOneFlow web
services and then transmitted by an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) designed
specifically for CUAHSI HIS, called WaterML1.0.
WaterML1.0 was designed with reference to the metadata and information
adopted by ODM and other hydrologic databases, such as USGS NWIS and EPA
STORET. It is the linkage mechanism in CUAHSI HIS for hydrologic time series data
transmission among databases, web services and clients (Maidment, 2008). The metadata
of ODM-published WaterOneFlow services are obtained through WaterML1.0 from a
catalog called CUAHSI HIS Central and are registered in a web application in HIS
10

Central. This metadata catalog can then be searched by clients to find time series data
from certain locations during a specific time period. The structure used in HIS Central for
WaterML1.0 is illustrated in Figure 3.
CUAHSI HIS Central
Web Application

Data Storage and Publication

Metadata Catalog
ODM

Time Series

GetSites
GetSitesInfo
GetVariableInfo
GetValues

Data

WaterOneFlow Service
(WaterML1.0)

NWIS

Figure 3: Hydrologic Data Storage and Publication through WaterML
After ODM or other databases have published their time series data as
WaterOneFlow services, the metadata including sites, variables and time periods for
information are obtained and harvested into the CUAHSI HIS Central. There are several
methods in WaterOneFlow web services, which are

GetSites, GetSitesInfo,

GetVariableInfo and GetValues. The first three are used to get metadata information of
each WaterOneFlow service while the last method is used to get time series values.
Meanwhile, a hydrologic web ontology was developed for standardizing the
process when registering metadata of multiple data repositories on HIS Central (Beran &
Piasecki, 2009). One driver of the ontology is that different data sources usually have
their own parameter names which are not consistent from one data source to another.
When the parameters from different repositories are registered on HIS Central, it is
important to link variables to the specific terminology defined in the CUAHSI HIS
11

Ontology, for developing a standard HIS portal. Another driver is that hydrologic
variables usually have hierarchical structure. For example, under the “Nutrient” concept
there are “Phosphorus”, “Nitrogen” and “Carbon”, and under “Nitrogen” there are several
kinds of organic and inorganic nitrogen. By designing the ontology, it‟s easier for
CUAHSI HIS to organize those variables and for clients to query them. A web
application called HydroSeek was developed based on this ontology.
From the client side, several efforts were made during the past several years.
According to a survey organized by CUAHSI, Excel is the most popular tool that is used
to analyze hydrologic data. Thus a HydroExcel (up to date version 1.1.5) was released
with a macro function called HydroObjects that is able to access WaterOneFlow web
services, either registered on HIS Central or not (Whiteaker, 2010). Also, another more
synthetic GeoSpatial-based application, called HydroDesktop (version 1.1.390) is under
development and can be downloaded from its website. More description on HydroExcel
and HydroDesktop will be introduced later.
3.2 CUAHSI HIS COMPONENTS
3.2.1 The Services-Oriented Architecture
The core components in CUAHSI HIS are organized in a triangle architecture
which is shown in Figure 4.
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Google, Yahoo…

Web Servers

Firefox, IE…

Figure 4: Key Components of CUAHSI HIS (CUAHSI-HIS, 2010)
The Services-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is similar to the internet search engine
which is illustrated in the right upper corner. HydroServer is the part that data providers
use to store and publish their water data with standard formats. HIS Central has a web
application for registering published WaterOneFlow services and a catalog database for
harvesting all metadata of each registered WaterOneFlow service. HydroDesktop, or
other clients, are applications used by data consumers to search desired hydrologic data
from HIS Central and WaterOneFlow services.
Client tools, such as HydroDesktop and HydroExcel, constrain the search criteria,
i.e. time period, keywords and geographical area, and then visit the HIS Central to search
its metadata catalog database according to these criteria. The resulting metadata
information is returned to clients including descriptions for each time series. Clients then
go to the WaterOneFlow services to download the desired time series and the sites
information wrapped on the time series. All these calling processes are transmitted
through

the

web

service‟s

methods,

including

GetWaterOneFlowServiceInfo,

GetSeriesCatalogForBox and GetOntologyTree that are defined and provided in the HIS
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Central service. These methods get information from original WaterOneFlow web
services through the metadata catalog database in HIS Central.
The GetSeriesCatalogForBox is the core method of the HIS Central service
which gets all metadata for each time series within the geographic bounding box that
matches the specified criteria and returns the data cart information to the clients.
Currently there are 71 public services registered on HIS Central which makes it
the largest water data catalog in the world. However, one critical problem with this
current services-oriented architecture approach is that the HIS Central has to harvest the
metadata information (i.e., sites‟ locations and time series‟ periods) of each time series
from each registered WaterOneFlow service which could take a really long time to finish
if the service includes a huge dataset, such as the USGS NWIS, EPA or NCDC services.
Another problem related to this is the harvested catalog in HIS Central rapidly goes out
of date. The two issues push CUAHSI to think about a new method to realize the HIS
structure.
3.2.2 CUAHSI HIS Applications
In the CUAHSI HIS services-oriented architecture, there are two main client
applications: HydroExcel and HydroDesktop. There are also other dependent tools such
as HydroGET which is a GIS extraction tool for ArcGIS users to ingest web service data
into ArcGIS. However, HydroExcel and HydroDesktop are the most popular applications
for CUAHSI HIS.
HydroExcel is an Excel spreadsheet that can communicate and access
WaterOneFlow web services using VBA macros in Excel and an object library called
HydroObjects. It is currently under version 1.1.5, as shown in Figure 5.
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Statistics
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Figure 5: CUAHSI HIS Client Tool - HydroExcel
HydroExcel uses GetSites, GetVariableInfo, GetSiteInfo and GetValues methods
in WaterOneFlow services to directly populate all information and time series for the
selected service. Thus, it can search and download time series either from WaterOneFlow
services that are not registered on HIS Central or from those registered on HIS Central,
which is a big advantage of HydroExcel. It also has options to update web services from
HIS Central and to save WaterML files produced when doing search into disk as XML
files in new versions (HydroExcel 1.1.3, 1.1.4 & 1.1.5).
HydroDesktop is a next generation application tool that focuses on HIS Central
and becomes one component of the CUAHSI HIS triangle architecture as shown in
Figure 4. Currently it‟s under development and is on a release version of 1.1.390, as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: CUAHSI HIS Client Tool – HydroDesktop
The Search panel at the right of the HydroDesktop interface points to HIS
Central. It lets users to set search constraints, and then uses methods in the HIS Central
web service to search and return metadata information of all WaterOneFlow web services
that satisfy the search constraints. The returned metadata information is called Series
Catalog, and then users can select and download desired time series according to sites or
services information provided in the Series Catalog. Although the Search tool is still the
core component and the primary purpose of HydroDesktop, it integrates many other
functions such as Map View, Time Series Graph and Edit, Watershed Delineation and so
on. There are several critical improvements in HydroDesktop compared to HydroExcel:
(1)

CUAHSI HIS-Compliant: HydroDesktop is an integral component of the

CUAHSI HIS services-oriented architecture. It uses HIS Central Catalog Service
16

methods to make the searching process more client-oriented, which means it searches
across services according to the constraints that users specify, instead of searching and
returning all the records from one service without searching constraints as in HydroExcel.
(2)

GIS-Compliant: HydroDesktop is an open source GIS application tool

based on the MapWindow platform using DotSpatial library for its GIS components. It
includes hydrological base map in shapefiles, displays sites that are from search results
on the maps, involves Bing or ESRI Basemaps, and has watershed delineation function
through EPA-WATERS services. It is a comprehensive tool for compiling GIS and time
series data.
(3)

Standards-Compliant: HydroDesktop enhances the standard processes

by incorporating Hydrologic Concept Ontology, which defines all related hydrologic
terminology as a tree table. Furthermore, it is designed to be a standard client tool for HIS
Central. Even if CUAHSI HIS moves to use the OGC standard web services in the near
future and thus HydroDesktop needs to modify its background coding to fit the new
services, the current search logic in HydroDesktop is still used as the standard CUAHSI
HIS client workflow, as shown in Figure 7 (Whiteaker, 2010).

Figure 7: HydroDeskop Basic Search Workflow
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3.3 CUAHSI HIS AND OPEN GEOSPATIAL CONSORTIUM
3.3.1 Introduction
As CUAHSI HIS grows, an increasing number of water data services are
registered and managed, which stresses the time consuming problem when harvesting the
metadata information from these data services. Maintaining such a large metadata catalog
is problematic. The issue places additional standardization requirements for CUAHSI
HIS. The effort has been made since WaterML1.0 was designed as an open source
standard web service language for water observation data in collaboration with the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) in 2008 (Maidment, 2009). For example, in 2009,
WaterML1.1, an updated version of WaterML1.0, was developed based on the feedback
from the version 1.0. Changes from WaterML1.0 to WaterML1.1 primarily focus on the
use consistency, including the consistency of methods‟ names, the units, the codes and so
on. This process improves WaterML for the target of becoming an OGC-compliant
standard (Valentine & Zaslavsky, 2009).
The Open Geospatial Consortium is the leading international community
standards organization for geospatial data. Currently, OGC has 418 members including
industrial, educational and government organizations, such as ESRI, CUAHSI and
Arizona Geological Survey. It provides publicly available interface standards as its
products, which have been developed by the membership to address interoperability
challenges in specific fields. OGC also provides an open and productive environment for
experts who are interested in one subject to discuss and advance the standardization
process within this area. There are 27 Domain Working Groups (DWG) organized by
different agencies, institutes or companies, and the Hydrology DWG (HDWG), which is
jointly organized with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the OGC, is
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one of these. The HDWG works to migrate CUAHSI WaterML specification and
WaterOneFlow services to OGC-compliant status (OGC, Hydrology DWG, 2011).
Among all kinds of OGC standards, the OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
suite of standards includes two important components that are related to CUAHSI
WaterML format, which are Observations and Measurements (O&M) and the Sensor
Observation Service (SOS) specification. Initially, WaterML was developed in version
1.0 and was focused on encoding the semantics of water observation data‟s discovery and
retrieval, and acting as a message format for WaterOneFlow services. The main purpose
in developing WaterML1.0 was not realizing conformance with OGC specifications,
which was remained in developing WaterML2.0. However, a comparison between
WaterOneFlow methods and OGC SOS methods was made at the beginning of the
WaterML1.0 designation for future development (Table 1) (Zaslavsky, Valentine, &
Whiteaker, 2007).

WaterOneFlow

WaterML 1.0 Functions

SOS

GetSiteInfo

For requesting information about
an observations site.

GetFeatureOfInterest

GetVariableInfo

For requesting information about
a variable.

GetObservedProperty

GetValues

For requesting a time series for a
variable at a given site or spatial
fragment of a dataset.

GetResult

Table 1: The Core Methods in WaterOneFlow Service
After several years‟ adoption and application of WaterML1.0/1.1 and
WaterOneFlow by many water organizations, a consistency effort on hydrologic data
exchange has been active since 2009 in the HDWG, which is to develop WaterML2.0 as
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an implemented standard in alignment with the OGC O&M specification. A WaterML2.0
Standards Working Group (SWG) in OGC was created accordingly to progress
WaterML2.0 into an adopted OGC standard (OGC, 2011). This is expected to be
concluded by the last quarter of 2011. Meanwhile, two Interoperability Experiments (IE):
Surface Water IE and Ground Water IE, were proposed within the HDWG to test the use
of O&M compliant WaterML2.0 in combination with various OGC service standards, i.e.
SOS, Web Feature Service (WFS), Web Map Service (WMS) and Catalogue Services for
the Web (CSW) (Seppi, 2010). Several companies such as KISTERS and 52°North are
also involved in this development.
In March 2011, an OGC Water Information Services Concept Development Study
initiated by CUAHSI jointly with OGC was prepared with the purpose of translating the
national catalogue of 71 water observation data services in CUAHSI HIS into an OGC
standard conformed services mode.
The framework of the Study is shown in Figure 8 (Maidment, 2011). An OGC
Reference Model (ORM) is a model that “describes the OGC Standards Baseline
focusing on relationships between the baseline documents. The OGC Standards Baseline
(SB) consists of the approved OpenGIS® Abstract and Implementation Standards
(Interface, Encoding, Profile, Application Schema) and Best Practice documents.” (OGC,
2008) This model starts with an Enterprise Viewpoint which describes the purpose, scope
and policies of this study, followed by an Information Viewpoint and a Computational
Viewpoint by defining what conceptual models and communicating interfaces between
service consumers and service providers should be involved and how does each part
describe the necessary information elements. Finally in the Implementation/Development
section, an Engineering Viewpoint describes the connections between different
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components, and a Technology Viewpoint details the implementation methods and
structures.

Figure 8: Viewpoints of the OGC Reference Model
3.3.2 OGC Water Information Services Concept Development Study
The OGC transformation aims to construct an OGC standards based water data
Services-Oriented Architecture for CUAHSI HIS as shown in Figure 9 (Bermudez,
2011). The Concept Development Study follows the steps in the reference model
indicated in Figure 8 and has different objectives in different levels of viewpoints.
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Figure 9: Standards Based Water Data Services-Oriented Architecture
3.3.2.1 Enterprise Viewpoint - Use Cases
The Enterprise Viewpoint is an upper level that defines the difficulties and
properties of the objective. According to the Study, there are two difficulties in
construction a standards based water data Services-Oriented Architecture: 1) Difficulty
in Discovering Data: which means it is necessary to wrap water data stored in files or
databases with standard web services methods that can be accessed by data consumers; 2)
Data Heterogeneity: Standard syntax and semantics in describing water data or metadata
are required for data publications, for future convenience in data cataloging and
consuming.
Four Use Cases were defined in the Enterprise Viewpoint:
1) Publication: Data Publishers publish their data and metadata using web
services with standard data models and specifications. These services are
typically hosted by Data Publishers;
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2) Cataloging: Data Publishers register metadata description of their web
services on a centralized catalog service and the Catalog harvests the metadata
so that they can be searched by client applications;
3) Discovery: Data Consumers search across the Catalog with the logic “Who,
What, When, Where” and discovery data series or datasets of interest;
4) Access: Data Consumers access Data Providers‟ web services and use the
search constraints to download data series or datasets of interest.
The architecture still conforms to the original CUAHSI HIS Services-Oriented
Architecture which includes Data Providers, Catalog and Data Consumers, but in this
case, the OGC standard data models, specifications and services are used.
By introducing the OGC adopted architecture in lieu of the original CUAHSI HIS
one, the problem of harvesting metadata for each time series in the services is avoided
since the Catalog Service only needs to harvest the overall metadata of services.
Meanwhile, a highest level Catalog Service, called MetaCatalog, is hosted at
CUAHSI Program Office, which has all lower level Catalog Services registered in. For
Example, there are several catalog services of national, states and local entities, each
harvesting its related data services. All these catalog services‟ addresses are listed in the
MetaCatalog service at the CUAHSI Program Office.
3.3.2.2 Information Viewpoint - Models and Services
In the Concept Development Study, there are four data types defined:
1) Water Observations at a Point (PTS): time series from an observation or a
measurement site or location;
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2) Time Series of Water Observations on a Geographic Feature (FTS): time series
defined in a feature class, such as a mesh of points representing the central location of a
set of Nexrad rainfall cells;
3) Multidimensional Arrays in Space and Time (MA): such as NetCDF from
climate models;
4) Static Geospatial Datasets (S): static spatial or GIS datasets.
The above four data types fit in the Hydrologic Data group that the Study
identifies, the other two data groups are Discovery Metadata and Services Metadata.
Discovery Metadata is the metadata or the fields that are necessary for describing a time
series, such as time periods, lat/long and sites‟ names. Services Metadata is the metadata
necessary for upper level cataloging (metacatalog), used by clients to search the
Hydrologic Data Services that include the desired water data. Each group requires
different information models and corresponding services.
Several OGC standard Data Models and Services are considered in the Study, as
components of both Information Viewpoint and Computational Viewpoint. Table 2 and
3 is a list of these models and services. Whatever services are selected, WaterML2.0
should be used as basic for encoding the exchange of hydrologic time series data, which
is the first Hydrologic Data Exchange type described below.
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Information Viewpoint - Models
Data Groups
Hydrologic
Data Storage

Hydrologic
Data
Exchange

Names
ODM 1.1
INSPIRE
HydroModel 3.0.1
GRDC Hydrologic
Feature Model
WaterML 2.0
O&M 2.0
NetCDF 3
GML 3.2.1

Discovery
Metadata

Services
Metadata

Hydrologic
Observations
Information Model
GMD ISO
19139:2007
ISO 19119:2005

Titles
Observations Data Model
INSPIRE Data Specification on Hydrography
Global Runoff Data Center Hydrologic Feature
Model
OGC Water ML 2.0: An O&M profile for water
observation data
Observations and Measurements - XML
Implementation
Network Common Data Form
OpenGIS® Geography Markup Language (GML)
Encoding Standard
Required attributes defined in the Study
Geographic Information – MetaData – XML
schema implementation
Geographic Information – Services
ebXML Registry Information Model:

Catalogue
Model

ebRIM 3.0

Access
Control Model

GeoXACML




The ebRIM standard defines both a storage model
(as SQL) and an exchange mode (as XML);
ebRIM catalogues can be used to manage
ISO19115 and ISO19119 metadata documents.

OpenGIS® Geospatial eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language

Table 2: OGC Standard Models/Services
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Computational Viewpoint - Services
Data Groups
Hydrologic
Data
Services
Metadata
Semantic
Annotations
Semantic
Mediation

Names
SOS 1.0
WCS-netCDF 1.1
WFS 2.0
CSW-ebRIM 1.0.1
Ontology Services
(CSW-OWL) 0.3.0
SOR

Titles
OpenGIS Sensor Observation Service
Web Coverage Service (WCS) 1.1 extenson for
CF-netCDF 3.0 encoding (0.2.2)
OpenGIS Web Feature Service 2.0 Interface
Standard
CSW-ebRIM Registry Service - Part 1: ebRIM
(Electronic Business Registy Information Model)
profile of CSW
OGC Catalog Services - Web Ontology Language
(OWL) Application Profile of CSW
Sensor Observable Registry

SIR

CSW-ebRIM Registry Service - Part 1: ebRIM
(Electronic Business Registy Information Model)
profile of CSW
Sensor Instance Registry

Filter
Encoding

FES 2.0

OpenGIS Filter Encoding 2.0 Encoding Standard

Visualization

WMS 1.3.0

Access
Control

Shibboleth 2.2.1

Catalog
Services

CSW-ebRIM 1.0.1

DACS 0.0.2

OpenGIS Web Map Service (WMS)
Implementation Specification
The Shibboleth System: a standards based, open
source software package for web single sign-on
across or within organizational boundaries.
OGC Distributed Access Control System

Table 2: Cont.
3.3.2.3 Engineering Viewpoint – Deployment Architecture
An example workflow from Data Consumers‟ view is illustrated in Figure 10. The
Services Stack is the core component of the procedure, which includes data publication
and cataloging. The metadata service (WFS or others) and the SOS/WOF are ideally
published and hosted by Data Providers, however, during the transformation period, the
metadata service could be published by Catalogs since usually catalog maintainers are
more knowledgeable about web services. Senior users could access the Services Stack
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through using the API or the Web Service Interface provided by Catalog Services, and
get the XML files back as responses.
Users / Data Consumers

API/Web
Service Interface

Data Consumers:
Query Processes

Client Programs
(Who, What,
When, Where)

CSW or Other Registry Services
Metadata
SOS

Services

Services Stack:
Catalogs and
Data Providers

Or WOF
WaterML2

Time Series or Features of Interest
XML files
(WaterML2)

Data Consumers:
Product Processes

Client Interpolation
(Map/Table View)

Figure 10: An Example Workflow from Data Consumers View
According to the Concept Development Study, the deployment architecture has
been designed based on the Engineering Viewpoint, which indicates the detail process of
the Services Stack, as shown in Figure 11. The diagram examples the proposed services,
such as CSW, WFS and SOS, etc., for different actors within the standards based SOA
and explains how these services work together to implement the Engineering Viewpoint.
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Figure 11: Engineering Viewpoint – Deployment Architecture
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Chapter 4: Texas Hydrological Information System
4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF TEXAS HIS
As described in Chapter 1, Texas has taken the initiative to build a state-level HIS
conformal with the CUAHSI HIS architecture. This effort is critical in creating a vision
of Multi-Scale HIS all over the nation as illustrated in Figure 1. By involving some local
water agencies, the CRWR in the University of Texas at Austin has worked on the Texas
HIS with Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) since 2009.
Texas HIS was first initialized by CRWR through hosting an HIS workshop,
introducing national CUAHSI HIS‟ workflow and training in how to publish and access
data with Texas HIS. Texas water agencies such as Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD), Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) and TWDB delivered
their static historic data to TWDB where they were translated into an ODM database and
published as ODM WaterOneFlow web services, as shown in Figure 12 (Maidment,
2009). Most Texas WaterOneFlow services were published in this way.
Another way developed by the CRWR HIS team to publish Texas water data is to
wrap the original database with WaterOneFlow web services, which means loading the
metadata into ODM database for the web service to get metadata, and using GetValues
method to query directly from the original data website using a screen-scraper program to
return the results in WaterML1.0 format. This method is suitable for those real-time
databases which could not be transferred to CRWR or TWDB as static databases. The
Texas Coastal Ocean Observation Network (TCOON) real-time water data was published
using this hybrid web service approach. This method was first worked at CRWR and then
TWDB followed up.
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Figure 12: Texas HIS-Publishing an Observations Data Model Service
By March, 2010, there were 15 services registered in Texas HIS currently hosted
in CRWR, UT-Austin, called DATA.CRWR: http://data.crwr.utexas.edu/wsdl.html
(Whiteaker, Maidment, Pothina, Seppi, Hersh, & Harrison, 2010). An ESRI‟s Geoportal
Server, which is a free and open source software package supporting the discovery and
use of datasets, rasters and web services, was installed at CRWR for cataloging all these
services. These data can be searched through the Geoportal, named HydroPortal, located
at: https://hydroportal.crwr.utexas.edu/geoportal/ whose interface is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Texas HIS-HydroPortal
Other products in current Texas HIS include thematic datasets which were
synthesized by CRWR through all Texas WaterOneFlow services. A thematic dataset is a
set of geospatial or time series data grouped together, which includes metadata
information for certain web services. For example, a Texas salinity thematic dataset
includes all time series data information across all web services registered in Texas HIS
that includes salinity data. The shapefiles bounded in geographic Texas are also included,
which supports displaying the sites as dots on the map. The thematic dataset catalogue
includes the URI of the services to get each time series. Thus, a thematic dataset
catalogue can be published as a Web Feature Service (WFS) which is a standard
component in OGC standards.
A Theme Viewer web application has been built for this purpose, as shown in
Figure 14: http://data.crwr.utexas.edu/themeviewer/tx_salinity.html
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Figure 14: Texas HIS-The Theme Viewer Web Application
TWDB funds the Texas HIS project and plays an important role in the MultiScale HIS as a data organizer and standardizes data‟s formats with WaterML1.0 from
various data providers. Based on the current Texas HIS products introduced above,
TWDB wants to hold for the Texas HIS, the role that CUAHSI plays in the national HIS.
They have developed a web map viewer as the client application for the Texas HIS
(Figure 15: http://waterdatafortexas.org/). The viewer will be implemented and become
public after the whole Texas HIS structure has been completed.
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Figure 15: Texas HIS-TWDB Map Viewer
Most WaterOneFlow services for Texas HIS were published through ODM, and
some were published using web services wrapped ODM. Both of the two methods are
based on the simple databases. The water data and metadata from these databases were
synthesized in a central web service for clients‟ searching. The KISTERS Company,
which is an international company specialized in time series data management, provides a
new water data server which can be configured with multiple web services of
hydrological time series, using various OGC standard services‟ formats and encodings
such as the WaterML2.0 and O&M specification. This is a data services publisher
conformal to the OGC standards.
4.2 TEXAS HIS ARCHITECTURE
4.2.1 OGC Standard Texas HIS Workflow
Figure 16 includes three primary columns: Actors, Tools and References, and
one procedure column – Use Cases.
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Actors refer to organizations involved in Texas HIS, including Texas Data
Sources, Texas HIS Central and Clients. Tools refer to data models, specifications and
applications used or produced by corresponding actors. Data models and specifications
should be OGC standards that are approved by CUAHSI HIS standard working groups,
such as the Hydrology DWG or the Concept Study Group. Actors and Tools are
connected by the procedure behaviors called Use Cases. References refer to the
documents produced in this research for the TWDB Coastal GeoDatabase project that
should be referred to in corresponding tools.
The workflow follows the national CUAHSI HIS structure and is consistent with
the Use Cases that the Concept Development Study defined. Time series web services
and metadata services are published by Data Providers. The MetaCatalog Service is
maintained by Texas HIS Central which is at TWDB in this case. The new HydroDesktop
or the Texas Web Viewer can be used as client tools for Data Consumers to search and
download hydrologic data.

Actors
Texas Data Sources

Use Cases

Tools

References

Publication

WOF/SOS …
(WaterML 2.0)
Metadata Services

Texas HIS Web
Services List;

CSW
Texas HIS Central

Cataloging

Clients

Discovery
Access

Conversion
Section

TxHIS Central
Controlled Parameters,
Parameter Mapping;
Units Conversion.

HydroDesktop/
Texas Web Viewer

Figure 16: A Texas HIS Workflow Based on Adaption of the OGC Approach
In the References part, each document listed serves one specified purpose. The
TxHIS Central Controlled Parameters defines controlled parameters in standard formats
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for Texas HIS Central; The Texas HIS Web Services List indicates all services that
include the controlled parameters geographically within Texas; The Parameter Mapping
is used for the Texas HIS Central to map the controlled parameters in the formats of each
web service to the standard formats; Units Conversion contains Offset Factors which are
used when the TxHIS Catalog Service transfers units defined in each web service to
TxHIS Central standard units.
In the Tools section, WOF/SOS refers to the example of Hydrologic Data services
with WaterML2.0 encoding; WFS refers to the example of Metadata services and CSW
refers to the example of Catalog Services. An additional component is the Units
Conversion process during the Use Case of Discovery.
4.2.2 Units Conversion Section
There are three approaches to implement the Conversion process:
(1)

Define the Offset Factors as an element in WFS or other metadata service

specification, which means to implement the Units Conversion function into current
standard services.
(2)

Provide a separate Conversion Service by TxHIS Central, which is also

included in the Services Stack in Figure 10. This Conversion Service is a separate
component from CSW in TxHIS Central. When the client visits the Catalog Service and
gets water data from SOS/WOF, the unit information in the XML file is read by the client
and sent to the Conversion Service, and then a certain method defined in the service can
be used to do the unit transformation and finally send the converted documents back to
the client application.
(3)

Provide a Unit Conversion XML (UCXML) file within the client tool or

develop a function/plug-in in client application tools. When the SOS/WOF send the
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results back (i.e. saved in the Application Data folder), the tool reads unit information
from them and applies the UCXML file or the function/plug-in automatically to produce
new result XML documents.
All the above three methods are based on the requirement that the unit
information is included in the returned SOS/WOF or other hydrologic data services,
which means the unit information should be involved in the standard WaterML2.0
specification being developed now.
If the Units Conversion is also going to be a part of the CUAHSI HIS, then the
first method should be considered by the Concept Development Study in the OGC.
Otherwise, considering the consistency between CUAHSI HIS and Texas HIS, the
second and the third methods are recommended, as one component in Texas HIS. The
second method is more stable in long term since it relies on service; while the third
method is more reliable to local clients or applications, and has less work load.
The three procedures are illustrated in Figure 17.
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Units Conversion
1) Metadata Service Implementation

2) Unit Conversion Service (Remote) or
3) Unit Conversion XML (Local)

Figure 17: Alternatives for Units Conversion
4.3 TEXAS HIS PRODUCTS
As indicated in Figure 16, the following documents have been prepared as
products of the TWDB Coastal GeoDatabase project for the building of Texas HIS.
4.3.1 Texas HIS Central Controlled Parameters
4.3.1.1 Parameters List
Eleven parameters have been prepared by TWDB as controlled parameters in
Texas HIS. These parameters are controlled in Texas HIS Central and provide standard
formats on names, codes and units for remote services that are going to register on Texas
HIS Central.
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Parameters that were used most by different organizations (e.g., Dissolved
Oxygen, Water Temperature) were selected by analyzing the Texas Water Data Services
registered on DATA.CRWR. In addition to the most commonly used parameters,
Turbidity and Barometric Pressure are included because they were selected by TWDB.
Precipitation and Evaporation are also included due to their importance in quantifying
exchanges at the land-atmospheric boundary.
In the table below, parameter names and units follow the definition in CUAHSI
HIS Hydrologic Concept Ontology. Services are the names of web services that include
the corresponding parameter for Texas: Black font indicates services registered on
DATA.CRWR; Blue font indicates services registered at HIS Central.
Selected
Parameters

Hydrology

Services

TCOON, TCEQ TRACS, TPWD, TWDB,
TAMU CC WQ(HRI);
EPA, USGS
TCOON, TCEQ TRACS, TPWD, TWDB,
Temperature, water
degree celsius TAMU CC WQ (HRI);
EPA, USGS
TCOON, TCEQ TRACS, TPWD, TWDB,
parts per
Salinity
TAMU CC WQ (HRI);
thousand
EPA, USGS
microsiemens TWDB, TCEQ TRACS, TAMU CC WQ(HRI);
Specific conductance
per centimeter EPA, USGS
TWDB, TCEQ TRACS, TAMU CC WQ(HRI);
pH
dimensionless
EPA, USGS
nephelometric TPWD, TCEQ TRACS;
Turbidity
turbidity units EPA, USGS
Barometric pressure inch of mercury TCOON; EPA, USGS
cubic feet per TWDB, TCEQ TRACS; USGS
Discharge, stream
second
TWDB; USGS
Evaporation, actual
inch per day
international
TCOON, TWDB; USGS
Gage Height, stream
foot
international
TCEQ TRACS;
Precipitation
inch
USGS, NOAA‟s National Weather Service
Oxygen, dissolved

Water
Quality

Standard
Units
milligrams per
liter

Table 3: Controlled Parameters for TWDB Texas HIS
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4.3.1.2 Parameters Description
The relationship between the 11 parameters is shown in Figure 18.

Barometric
Pressure

Parameters Relationship
Diagram

Evaporation
Precipitation

Discharge

Gage Height

Water Body

Hydrology
Water Quality
Photosynthesis

Salinity

Temperature

DO

Conductivity

Solubility

Photosynthesis

pH

Turbidity

Figure 18: The Relationship Between the 11 Parameters
The dashed arrows in the diagram represent indirect effects and the media have
been indicated above or underneath the arrow. For example, Turbidity can influence
Dissolved

Oxygen

through

Photosynthesis,
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because

high

Turbidity

reduces

Photosynthesis and then reduces the Dissolved Oxygen. The weights of arrows represent
the important degrees of effects between the two parameters. For example, Temperature
affects more on Dissolved Oxygen than Salinity, thus the arrow from Temperature to DO
is heavier than the one from Salinity to DO.
A study of each parameter regarding its unit, its measurement and its importance
has been done.
4.3.1.2.1 Water Quality Variables

(1) DO: Dissolved Oxygen, [mg/L, milligram per liter]
The DO Probe with silver anodes and gold cathode is the most common
instrument. Reactions are as below:
Anodes: Ag – e-  Ag+;
Cathodes: O2 + 4e- + 4H+  H2O
DO must be measured directly in situ since the value changes quickly after a
sample is collected.
Dissolved Oxygen is one of the most important parameters in water quality. It is
useful because Dissolved Oxygen Deficit, which is the difference between the saturation
and the actual DO, is a widely used indicator of water quality (Sa´nchez, Colmenarejo, &
Vicente, 2007).
Dissolved Oxygen comes from the exchange between water surface and the
atmosphere, as well as the aquatic plants‟ photosynthetic activities. When the oxygen
concentration in water exceeds the saturation level, supersaturated condition occurs, such
as the surface water during an algal bloom; when DO concentration is less than the
saturation level, under saturated condition prevails, such as the bottom water during an
algal bloom. Figure 19 shows the typical DO vertical distribution in a lake.
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Figure 19: DO distribution in a lake (picture from: OurLake)
One important character of DO is the DO Sag Curve, which is derived from the
Streeter-Phelps equation. It reveals the dissolved oxygen‟s changing process in water
caused by the deoxygenation and reaeration process as time passes by after certain
pollutants have been discharged into the water body.
DO is not only significant for water quality but also critical for fish surviving.
Usually fish require DO concentration around 4.0 ~ 5.0 mg/L to survive and this amount
varies in different seasons in a year (Kramer, 1987). Thus, standards and criteria usually
have different requirements on DO in spawning season and others.
(2) Water Temperature: Degree Celsius, C]
Water Temperature is measured in field using a thermometer to sense the value at
a certain time in a certain location. Furthermore, electronic thermal sensing devices can
be used to get continuous read-outs.
Instead of influencing water quality directly, water temperature has effects on the
solubility of solids and gas, thus in turn affects the toxicity of many subjects and the
water quality. Solids tend to be more soluble in water as temperature increases, while gas
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has a higher solubility in cold water. For example, the warmer the water is, the less
Dissolved Oxygen is in the water (Kentucky Water Watch, 2010).
Besides the seasonal temperature changing, thermal pollution may occur as a
result of municipal and industrial discharge. In the discharge area or a relatively small
lake, fish and other aquatic organisms could be affected dramatically by temperature
changing (Water On the Web, 2010)
Temperature standards or criteria are usually set up differently for different water
bodies, sorted by their diversely characteristics, i.e. flowing patterns, biological
distributions and beneficial usages (Sturdevant, 2008)
(3) Salinity: Parts per Thousand, [ppt, g/L], in fresh water <0.5‰ (0.5 ppt)
There are two methods to measure salinity. One is actually to measure the
concentration of Total Dissolved Salts (TDS) in the water; the other is to measure the
Electrical Conductivity (EC).
The first method (TDS) is evaporating a certain amount of water to dryness and
then weighting the left solids, with the requisition that the sample water includes no other
solids components except salts, which is hard to be realized in the field. Another widely
used method is to measure the Electrical Conductivity (EC) by passing an electric current
between two electrodes in the water sample. The more dissolved salt in the water, the
stronger the current flows and the higher the EC. This method is more convenient in field
measurement. The commonly used unit of EC is milli-Siemens per centimeter (μS/cm) at
25°C.
The average salinity of sea water is around 31ppt to 38ppt, while the average
salinity of the human body is 0.9ppt. Higher salinity in the water could make organisms
that are living in the water face dangers because of losing water from their bodies (EPA,
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1976). Thus, salinity is important in evaluating the water quality and the water behaviors,
especially in the estuaries and coastal areas.
As the solubility of a gas is affected significantly by the presence of other solutes
in the solution, the dissolved oxygen tends to be decreasing as the salinity is increasing in
the water. This is because the ions brought in by salts attract water molecules and thus
reduce the opportunities that an oxygen molecule could grab a water molecule. However,
it’s true that the influence to the dissolved oxygen by the salinity is much less than that
by the temperature.
(4) Specific Conductance: microsiemens per centimeter at 25 degrees Celsius,
[μS/cm at 25°C]
The specific (electrical) conductance (Electrical Conductivity) describes the
amount of inorganic dissolved materials in the water. The more inorganic dissolved
materials in the water, the more ions, thus the higher the specific conductance. It’s an
important water quality measurement.
Two types of instruments are used basically. One is the conductivity sensors with
electrodes, the other one is those without electrodes, called “Electrodeless-type Sensors”.
The measure principles are the same as was described in the previous Salinity section.
But the latter one avoids errors caused by electrode polarization or electrode fouling.
Specific conductance can be measured both in situ and in labs. In labs, there are
filtered and unfiltered sample measurements. If the two results differ a lot, then take
“filtered sample” and note it.
An important relationship exists between specific conductance and the streamflow.
One USGS study shows this relationship in Figure 21 (USGS, 2011). As the streamflow
increases, the specific conductance decreases and vice versa. This is easily to understand
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since the water increases but the dissolved materials remains the same, thus the
concentration of these materials decreases, which reduces the conductivity.
Since a lot of inorganic dissolved materials have critical affects to the water
quality and aquatic organisms’ health, for example, chloride, sulfate, magnesium and
calcium, specific conductance is an important measurement in monitoring water quality.

Figure 20: Relation between streamflow and specific conductance.
(5) pH: unitless
PH is used to measure water’s acidity. It represents the logarithm of the
concentration of hydrogen (H+). If the water is neutral, then the pH = pOH = 7, which
means C(H+) = C(OH-) = 10-7; if the water is in acid, pH is less than 7.
PH can be measured in lab with a pH meter by measuring the electric potential
(millivolts) across an electrode when immersed in water. The water sample must be
measured within 2 hours after being collected from the field. PH can also be measured
using a pH kit through comparing colors under a lower accuracy requirement.
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Since temperature influences the measurement of pH through affecting the
electrode and the sample, pH should always be reported along with the measurement
temperature (usually 25°C) (Barron, Ashton, & Geary, 2005)
Aquatic organisms require certain pH ranges for them to live healthily. Most
species are suitable between the ranges of 6.0-8.0. There are many reasons that could
cause pH changes in a water body. The landscape that the water flows through or lies on,
the aquatic plants that grows in the water, the acid precipitation or other inflows and the
manufacture and industrial discharges into the water body can all cause a change of pH in
the water. Temperature doesn’t have a direct influence on pH, but would affect pH
through many other media. For example, if water temperature increases because of the
sunlight during the day time, the photosynthesis of water plants may increase, thus more
oxygen is produced than carbon dioxide, which means the increase of the pH. On the
other hand, as temperature increases, more solutes got involved in water, which forces the
hydrolysis and could produce more H+, in this situation, pH would go down instead of
going up.
(6) Turbidity: Nephelometric Turbidity Unit [NTU]
Turbidity is an expression of the optical properties of a water sample when a
beam of light goes through it. The less the light passes through, the more the light is
scattered and absorbed, the higher the turbidity of this water sample is (ASTM
International, 2003). Thus it indicates the presence of suspended and dissolved matters in
water.
Turbidity is measured using a nephelometer or a turbidity meter. The instrument
includes a light source and a photoelectric cell that can accurately measure the light
scattered by suspended particles in a water sample. The result is reported in NTU. Also, a
transparent tube could also be used by to estimate the turbidity if the accuracy is not
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required high. The experimenter should look into the sample from the top of the tube
vertically and estimate NTUs by diluting the sample and recording the dilution times.
NTU is defined to have the detector stay at 90°to the incident beam. The light’s
wavelength range should be between 400-680 nanometers (nm) (Anderson, 2005).
As turbidity increases, the water temperature increases because more particles
absorb and scatter more heat, in turn, the Dissolved Oxygen decreases in warmer water.
Meanwhile, high turbidity could decrease the penetrated sunlight in the water, which
reduces the photosynthesis of aquatic plants, then, also reduces the DO. Thus, high
turbidity could threat aquatic organisms’ lives by reducing DO. Furthermore, high
turbidity would clog fish gills, which decreases their resistance to disease.
4.3.1.2.2 Hydrological Variables

(1) Barometric Pressure:
Barometric Pressure is also called atmospheric. It is determined by the thickness
and density of the atmosphere above a given point on Earth. It’s usually measured in
mmHg. The SI units are Pa, kPa and MPa. The standard barometric pressure, which is
760mmHg, or 101.325kPa, is the pressure measured at the sea level in the standard
atmospheric condition.
A traditional method in measuring barometric pressure is to use the barometer. A
glass tube is sealed on the top, evacuated and placed in an open pool of mercury. The
mercury is forced into the tube by the atmospheric pressure exerted on the pool and the
barometric pressure is measured using the height of the mercury, which is how mmHg
comes from.
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A modern way to measure barometric pressure is an electronic pressure
transducer. Barometric pressure is measured by an electronic circuit when the pressure
differences on the two sides of silicon wafer change.
There are two types of barometric pressure. One is the absolute barometric
pressure, and the other one is corrected barometric pressure. The absolute pressure is
reported compared to the vacuum pressure (0 mmHg), while the corrected barometric
pressure have been converted to the sea level pressure. The corrected barometric pressure
is always used in weather report.
The absolute pressure can be estimated from the sea level pressure (Jackson &
Crocker, 1999)

Where z is the altitude, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, M is the molar mass of the air, P0 is the sea level pressure
and P is the absolute barometric pressure at z altitude.
Barometric pressure influences the dissolved oxygen or dissolved gases in the
water, since the higher pressure is on the water, more gas is dissolved.
Another important application of barometric pressure is to calibrate electronic
pressure transducers when they are used to measure water level, because these
equipments cannot tell the pressure changes caused by the water level or by the
barometric pressure above them.
Barometric pressure is closely related to the air temperature. The warmer the air is,
the lower the pressure is, and the lighter the air is. When low pressure air comes across
high pressure air, it comes above the heavier air and the Frontal Precipitation forms
(Ward & Trimble, 2004).
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(2) Discharge: [ft3/s]
Discharge is measured using the equation:
V is the average velocity of the water in the cross section with the area A.
A traditional method is the current-meter discharge measurement. First cross
sections are selected over the water body, and then the measurement points are set on that
section to measure velocities. Usually there are two-point method and 0.6-depth method
to get the average velocity over the vertical direction. After the cross section is
determined, the midsection method could be used to determine 25-30 subsections along
the cross section, as indicated by Figure 21. Then the area and the average velocity of
each subsection are calculated. The discharge of each subsection is then calculated using
the above equation. And the total discharge over the river/stream can be obtained by the
summation of all sub-discharges.

Figure 21: Definition sketch of midsection method (From geographyfieldwork.com)
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Nowadays discharge can be measured directly using Acoustic Doppler Current
Profiler (ADCP). It measures depth and velocity at the same time as it passes the river’s
cross section and then it reports the discharge calculated by the above equation. This is a
more accurate method because it uses the Doppler Principle and gets the depth of the
water almost exactly at each point over the section.
Discharge measurement is important because it is used to derive the streamflow
curve. Since gage height is monitored continuously while discharge is measured
discretely, one can draw a relationship curve between gage height and discharge. The
streamflow curve is important hydrological information to evaluate river’s hydrological
behaviors and also to predict and monitor the flood events.
(3) Evaporation: [inch/day, mm/day]
There are direct evaporation measurements and indirect measurements. Water
budget technique can be used to get the evaporation amount. A lysimeter
(evapotranspirometer) is used to estimate the evaporation occurred in a container which is
filled with soil and could have vegetation cultivated above it. The evapotranspiration can
be estimated by balancing all the other water balance components, such as precipitation
(P) or inflow (I), underground water drainage (D) or outflow (O) and the storage changes
(ΔS) (WMO, 2008) Also, pan evaporation becomes a standard measurement method in
the U.S. because it has the advantage of revealing a direct result of all the meteorological
variables and can be taken easily.
There are also many indirect ways to calculate evapotranspiration. One of the
most famous equations is the Penman-Monteith equation which is recommended by the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), as shown below (Doorenbos & Pruitt, 1977)
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The evapotranspiration is calculated based on those meteorological variables.
Evaporation is determined by the humidity, the temperature and the wind
condition in the atmosphere, thus it’s also a component in the meteorological variable. It
is important for farmers to know how many waters do their farms require and this is
always provided by the Pan Evaporation. Also, atmosphere accepts water vapor primarily
from evaporation, thus it’s critical in the global water circle.
For the saline water body, evaporation affects the salinity. The more the
evaporation is, the higher the salinity is in the water.
(4) Gage Height: [feet]
Gage height is the height of the water surface above the gage datum.
A common method is to use a staff gage to read the water depth, or a water-level
meter to measure the distance from the top of a well to the water surface.
Gage height can be recorded continuously by using a pressure transducer, which
has been introduced in the Barometric Pressure section. It needs calibration under certain
barometric pressure. Gage height can also be measured by using a wire weight gage or a
bubbler (Shedd, 2008).
Gage height is useful in hydrology. There are certain methods to record gage
height continuously, however, discharge can only be measured discretely. Thus, the realtime streamflow hydrograph is produced through the gage height-discharge relationship
for a certain station.
(5) Precipitation: [inch]
Precipitation is water released from clouds in the form of rain, freezing rain, sleet,
snow or hail (USGS, 2008)
One standard method to measure precipitation is the standard rain gauge. This
kind of rain gauge has an inner cylinder and an outer cylinder. Overflow flows into the
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outer cylinder after the inner cylinder is filled. This rain gauge can also be used in winter
by removing the inner cylinder to collect snow or ice in the outer cylinder. Other methods
include wedge gauges, weighing gauges and so on. Anti-freeze could be added into these
instruments to use for snow or ice situations.
Precipitation is one of the most important components in the global water cycle.
It’s the primary water implement on the ground. Recording precipitation is critical for
flood monitor and prediction. Precipitation is also influenced by the climate change.
Warmer atmosphere results in more evaporation, thus the humidity in the atmosphere
increases, then the atmospheric circulation makes those water vapors transport around the
earth and causes draught and flood in different regions.
Precipitation is the reversed process of evaporation, and is important in
calculating the water balance. It is the reflection of the climate and plays a significant role
in determining the ecological types for a certain location.
4.3.2 Texas HIS Web Services
The Texas HIS web services table lists all data sources‟ WaterOneFlow services
that include Texas water data. This table is prepared for the Texas HIS Central catalog to
better manage all the metadata that need to be registered. In the table below, only web
services that include the controlled parameters are listed, while those registered in CRWR
that do not have controlled parameters are not listed.
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Texas
WOF

TCOON

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/tcoonts/tcoon.asmx?WSDL

TCEQ
TRACS
TPWD
Coastal
TWDB
Sondes
TWDB ADCP

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/TRACS/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

TWDB
Quality
TWDB Tides

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/twdb_quality/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

TAMU CC
WQ (HRI)
Texas
Evaporation
USGS
(daily)
(Groundwater)
(Unit values)
(Instantaneous)

http://ccbay.tamucc.edu/CCBayODWS/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

HIS EPA
Central
WOF NOAA‟s
National
Weather
Service

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/tpwd/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL
http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/TWDB_Sondes/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL
http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/twdb_adcp/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/twdb_tides/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

http://his.crwr.utexas.edu/TXEvap/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL

http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/NWIS/DailyValues.asmx?WSDL
http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/NWIS/Groundwater.asmx?WSDL
http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/NWIS/UnitValues.asmx?WSDL
http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/NWIS/Data.asmx?WSDL
http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/EPA/cuahsi_1_0.asmx?WSDL
http://watershed.uta.edu/nws_wgrfc_daily_mpe/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl
http://watershed.uta.edu/dallas_tarrant_co_mpe_daily/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl
http://watershed.uta.edu/dallas_tarrant_co_mpe_hourly/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl
http://watershed.uta.edu/wfo_ewx_daily_mpe/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl
http://watershed.uta.edu/wfo_fwd_hourly_mpe/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl
http://watershed.uta.edu/usgs_region12_hourly_mpe/cuahsi_1_1.asmx?wsdl

Table 4: WaterOneFlow Services Containing Data within Texas
4.3.3 Texas HIS Parameters Mapping
The Texas HIS parameters mapping table describes the controlled parameters and
their units from all remote web services and their corresponding standard expressions in
Texas HIS Central. The mapping table is attached in the Appendix A.
In the table, each cell within the table describes the codes and units used by the
corresponding web service for the specific controlled parameter. Parameters recorded in
the service, which are different but related to the exact controlled parameter, are also
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included in the table. For example, in the TAMU CC WQ (HRI) service, for the dissolved
oxygen, several types of data are recorded, including DOConcCon (Continuous DO
Concentration), DOBottomCon (Continuous Bottom DO), DOConGrab (Irregularly DO
Concentration), DOBottomGrab (Irregularly Bottom DO), DOSatGrab (Irregularly DO
Saturation percentage) and PctDOGrab (Irregularly Calibration DO percentage). All these
parameters‟ codes are listed in one cell. The unit of “milligrams per liter” in the cell
below the first four codes is used by these parameter types. The unit of “percent” at the
bottom of the cell is used by the “DOSatGrab” and “PctDOGrab” parameter types.
Some services only use numbers as the parameter codes, such as EPA, USGS and
TCEQ TRACS. The number “201-7” in the EPA service and the Dissolved Oxygen
column represent the parameters‟ codes from 201 to 207. The number “20388~20391,
00301, 00303” in the cell of the TCEQ TRACS service for the DO column indicates the
parameters codes from 20388 to 20391, 00301 and 00303. Some organizations don‟t
include units‟ information in their web services, such as the EPA service. Thus, the red
“Not Specified” note is added at the bottom of each cell of the EPA service.
4.3.4 Units Conversion
Units Conversion is used for Texas HIS to convert various units of parameters
from different data sources to the standard Texas HIS units. Offset Factors are used to
calculate the units conversion. The entire conversion mapping table and the legend are in
Appendix B. Web services from CUAHSI HIS Central and Texas are distinguished by
the blue and pink background colors.
In the services and the standard parameters table, the left column is parameters‟
names and the right column is the units used in the service or the standard units. The
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arrows point from one parameter in a remote service to the Offset Factor needed for this
parameter, and then point from the Offset Factor to the standard parameter.
For example, TCEQ TRACS uses both Celsius and Fahrenheit for temperature,
while the standard unit for temperature is Celsius. So an arrow starts from TCEQ
TRACS-Temperature pointing to the conversion equation in the Offset Factor table:
to convert Fahrenheit to Celsius. Parameters in a web service that
have the same units as the standards don‟t need unit conversion.
Usually only one offset factor is necessary in one unit conversion process,
however, some conversion needs two factors, for example the temperature conversion
from Fahrenheit to Celsius. Besides, NTU and JTU of turbidity are measured using
different approaches and instruments, thus the conversion between them is not
recommended, although an estimated relationship is still listed here.
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Chapter 5: KISTERS Services
5.1 KISTERS WATER DATA SERVICE
All Texas Data Sources previously published their water data, or at least metadata
(i.e. TCOON) using ODM as WaterOneFlow services in WaterML1.0 or 1.1, which are
not in OGC standards. The services are going to be converted to WaterML2.0 after the
definition work in OGC is done.
KISTERS is a German company that has more than 20 years of experience in
water resources information system, especially in time series data management. Currently
more than 1000 hydrological workplaces over the world use KISTERS software and one
of its products, the WISKI software package, is a database solution for managing
hydrological time series data.
KISTERS became an associate OGC member in 2010 and took part in the
hydrological data standardization procedure occurring at OGC (KISTERS, 2010).
KISTERS has contributed to testing the current WaterML2.0 specification and has
developed a software package regarding publishing OGC standard hydrologic data
services.
5.1.1 KiWIS
The HDWG in OGC conducted the two Interoperability Experiments (IE) for
testing WaterML2.0 that is used as encoding of specified services standards. KISTERS
participated in the Surface Water IE and developed an Application Programming
Interface (API) called the KISTERS Web Interoperability Solution (KiWIS), whose
service interface looks like Figure 22. KiWIS is “a service framework which provides
services types via HTTP” (KiWIS, 2010) and is a services module of the KISTERS Time
Series Management (Kisters TSM) system.
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KiWIS uses SOS with WaterML2.0 encoding as its primary service, as well as an
O&M2.0 encoding. It also includes its own service type named

Kisters-

Qualitätssicherungs-System in German (KiQS) and WaterOneFlow service with
WaterML1.0. The functions of WMS and WFS are under development.

Figure 22: KISTERS Web Interoperability Solution (KiWIS)
Configuration is necessary for setting up a KiWIS service, including the
connection information for the WISKI database, the service provider‟s information, the
parameters (named ObservedProperties in SOS) in the database which need to be
included in the service and the data types (named Procedures in SOS). After the KiWIS
has been set up, it supports opening sites/stations map in Google Map, Bing Map,
ArcGIS or Google Earth with the “Open” button. It also shows the service provider‟s
detail information with the “Detail” button, and all the supported services types.
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The KiWIS works through a data delivery service called Web Data Provider
(WDP) framework which is installed as a WISKI software package, whose working
procedure is illustrated in the Figure 23 (KiWIS, 2010).

Figure 23: Web Data Provider Working on Top of WISKI7
Hydrological time series data managed by WISKI can be published using KiWIS
in various OGC standard formats.
5.1.2 SOS Specification
Sensor Observation Service (SOS) is the primary specification that the Surface
Water IE group considered since it‟s the one among all the proposed services by OGC in
Table 2 that is most suitable for hydrologic time series observation data and it‟s also used
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by the Ground Water IE. The purpose of the research on SOS is to advance the
implementation of WaterML2.0.
The SOS compliance itself is flexible for multiple use cases, thus a specific study
on the SOS specification with respect to WaterML2.0 in the hydrologic field was
initialized by KISTERS during the Surface Water IE period. A comparison of definitions
and methods among SOS1.0, WML2.0, CUAHSI WaterOneFlow (WML1.0) and
KISTERS is made in the following table (KISTERS, 2010)

SOS1
ObservedProperty
SamplingFeature
FeatureOfInterest
(FOI)
Procedure
(seen as sensor type)
Definitions

Methods

Procedure
(seen as sensor
instance)

CUAHSI
WOF
ObservableProperty Variable
SamplingFeature
Site
WaterMonitoringSite
Point
WaterObservationProcess
(seen as sensor type)
WaterObservation- Site&
Process
Variable
(seen as sensor
instance)
WML2.0

Offering 1..n
{ObsProp 1..n
Procedure 1..n
FOI 1..n}
GetObservation
(Offering 1..1,
ObsProp 1..n,
Procedure 0..n, FOI
0..1)
DescribeSensor()

KISTERS
Parameter
Station/Site
Station/Site
Time-series type
Time-Series
(accessed via
Station
Parametertime
series path)
Stations or time
series group

GetValues
(Variables
1..n)

getTsInfo&getTs
data() with option
to filter based on
time-series
instances
GetParameterDetails
GetSiteInfo GetStationDetails

GetFeatureOfInterest()

Table 5: Comparison of Definitions and Methods in Different Specifications
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In the table, an Offering defines a logical group of observations provided by
Sensor Observation service; An ObservedProperty describes a property related to the
feature of interest, such as parameters in this case; An Procedure defines method,
algorithm or instrument, such as parameter types / sensor types here; An
FeatureOfInterest should point to the observation target, i.e. stations or sites. The
GetCapabilities method returns the metadata about the SOS endpoint. The following is a
sample request of GetCapabilities to KISTERS sample data:
http://kiwis.kisters.de/KiWIS/KiWIS?
service=SOS&
request=GetCapabilities&
datasource=2
The returned XML file describes the available operations about the SOS endpoint
and includes all SOS content information: Offering, Procedure, ObservedProperty and
FeatureOfInterest. The following figure shows the portion of <sos:contents> from the
returned XML file and all the above four contents are highlighted.
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Figure 24: Returned XML Files of GetCapabilities Function of a SOS
GetObservation is the core method in SOS and is equivalent to the GetValues
method in a WOF service. A sample request of GetObservation with WML2.0 provided
by KISTERS is as below:
http://kiwis.kisters.de/KiWIS/KiWIS?
service=SOS&request=GetObservation&
datasource=0&version=1.0.0&
offering=global&
ObservedProperty=Flow&
procedure=YearlyMin,YearlyMax&
responseFormat=text/xml;subtype="wml2"&
featureOfInterest=PUYALLUP WA (17866)
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Here the ObservedProperty is the Parameter‟s name; the Procedure is the
sensor/data type and the FOI is the station/site‟s name. And the returned WML2.0 is
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: WML2.0 Returned by GetObservation Method
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5.2 KIWIS V.S. ODM
As described above, KiWIS is currently available to publish WOF service with
WML1.0 and SOS with WML2.0 and O&M. Compared to the traditional ODM, KiWIS
is not only a database management tool but an OGC standards-compliant publication
tool. It is also a platform to manage and view published web services, as illustrated in
Figure 26.
CUAHSI Services-Oriented
Architecture

WaterOneFlow Service
WaterML 1.0 ~ 1.1

Services

WaterML 2.0

Services

Publish
ODM

WISKIKiWIS

Standard Services
CSW/WFS/SOS/O&M
OGC Concept
Development Study

Texas HIS Structure
Figure 26: Comparison between ODM and KiWIS

The current ODM is only able to publish WOF services with WaterML1.0/1.1
encoding which is one part of the SOA but is not conformal with OGC standards;
however, KiWIS system has the capability to publish OGC standard services with
WaterML2.0 encoding. Also, the KiWIS API is designed for the Surface Water IE that
aims to advance the development of WaterML2.0. This makes KiWIS become one of the
options to publish standard services.
By publishing the WOF/SOS standard format data services from KISTERS
WISKI databases, Kisters has created a new approach to publishing hydrologic time
series data using OGC standards. Meanwhile, the KiWIS server should also be able to
accept registration from external web services, which is still under further
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implementation. For example, the USGS Water Well data, as shown in Figure 27, is an
external service link at the KISTERS Server. This makes the system have the potential to
act as a hub to integrate multi-scale water data services, from national organizations to
local entities (Figure 27). However, for those entities don‟t use WISKI, other OGCcompliant data publication tools are still necessary.

Figure 27: USGS and Other Services (SOS/WMS/WFS) Registered on KiWIS Server
5.3 KISTERS SERVICES FOR CITY OF AUSTIN
As a part of the Multi-Scale HIS, the Capital Area Council of Governments
(CAPCOG) in Texas includes water data from various local entities for the purpose of the
flash flood warning system. The City of Austin (COA) is one of the entities that are
involved in this system. The COA has copied their WISKI water management database to
CRWR for an experiment on water data publication through local entities. This database
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implements one of the components in the CAPCOG within the Multi-Scale HIS
illustrated in Figure 1. The database at CRWR has been configured by KISTERS North
America Inc. and it is updating every five minutes to get the most recent water data from
a FTP site where the City of Austin uploads their real-time hydrologic data. Accordingly,
the system at CRWR has become a real-time water database, which means the KiWIS
installed based on the database can produce real-time services.
The following figure shows a screenshot of the KiSTERS Services for City of
Austin hosted at CRWR.

Figure 28: KISTERS Service for City of Austin Water Data
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By using the “Open” button, all the sites in the database can be viewed in ArcGIS,
Bing Maps, Google Maps or Google Earth, as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Sites Locations in the City of Austin Database
SOS with WML2.0 and O&M, and WOF service with WML1.0 are available for
this service. The implementation of WMS/WFS is still under development in KISTERS.
All FeatureOfInterest, which are all sites in the database, can be obtained by
calling the GetFeatureOfInterest method of SOS service. The query is as below:
http://crwr-wisk01.austin.utexas.edu:8080/KiWIS/KiWIS?
service=SOS&
request=GetFeatureOfInterest&
datasource=0&
featureofinterestid=Water Network
ObservedProperty and Procedures are defined in configuration files. By using this
information, an example of the SOS GetObservation query for specified station can be
performed as below:
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http://crwr-wisk01.austin.utexas.edu:8080/KiWIS/KiWIS?
service=SOS&
request=GetObservation&
datasource=0&
version=1.0.0&
offering=global&
ObservedProperty=S
&procedure=01.Continuous.O.RT&
responseFormat=text/xml;subtype="wml2"&
featureOfInterest= 1301 W. Oltorf (19522)
The endpoint of http://crwr-wisk01.austin.utexas.edu:8080
represents for the CRWR-WISK01 server that KISTERS TSM is installed on. 8080 is the
canonical default port for Tomcat HTTP server on which KiWIS runs.
Based on the above example request, the properties in the database, the
corresponding definitions in SOS and the elements in response of WML2.0 from the
example request are listed below. The response shows a real-time series up to the query
date 2011-04-15.
Real-World
Values
Properties
Station
W.Oltorf

SOS Definitions

FeatureOfInterest <om:featureOfInterest xlink:href="1301

Time
Period

2009-09-22 PhenomenonTime
~2011-04-15

Parameter

Stage
Height (S)
Continuous

Data Type

WML2.0 response

ObservedProperty

W. Oltorf" xlink:title="1301 W. Oltorf"/>
<gml:beginPosition>2009-09-22T
14:53:12.000-0500</gml:beginPosition>
<gml:endPosition>2011-04-15T
08:05:24.000-0500</gml:endPosition>
<om:observedProperty xlink:href="S"
xlink:title="S"/>
<om:procedure
xlink:href="01.Continuous.O.RT"
xlink:title="01.Continuous.O.RT"/>

Procedure

Table 6: An Example of the Search Result for the City of Austin in SOS
All the Parameters and Data Types need to be configured manually in the
configuration file before the service setup, according to how they were defined in
corresponding WISKI database. A plot in WISKI desktop of the exact query time series
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is shown in Figure 30. If WMS is implemented in future, the KISTERS server could also
provide this map through web services.

Figure 30: Time Series in WISKI Desktop for the Queried Time Series in Table 7
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Chapter 6: Multi-Scale HIS
6.1 METACATALOG
MetaCatalog is an important concept for the usage of a Multi-Scale HIS. By using
the OGC standard Catalog Services for the Web (CS/W), it‟s possible to register all the
catalogs of services in a highest level of Catalog Service called MetaCatalog, and is host
at the CUAHSI Program Office. Since different groups of organizations have various
purposes of services, different Catalog Services can be created, distinguished by
registering with different groups of organizations. For the Multi-Scale HIS, the CUAHSI
HIS, Texas HIS and CAPCOG are parallel catalogs of services, registering with different
data and metadata services, and they are harvested by the MetaCatalog. Client
applications search from the MetaCatalog down to the exact data service, according to the
constraints. The structure is like a pyramid and is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: The Structure within a MetaCatalog
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6.2 CLIENT APPLICATIONS
Although according to the OGC Water Information Services Concept
Development Study, final models and services used to implement the OGC standard
CUAHSI HIS have not been decided yet, some example services could be chosen, such
as the CSW as the catalog services, the WFS as the metadata services and the SOS as the
data value services. There are some example applications currently under development
illustrating the Multi-Scale HIS.
6.2.1 Desktop Application
A lightweight services-stack application using the OGC standard structure for
hydrologic data query and download has been developed (Seppi, 2010). The interface is
shown in Figure 32. The combination of CSW/WFS is used here to realizing the idea and
the data service is WaterOneFlow based on WaterML1.0.
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Metadata Service:
Web Feature Services

Who:
Catalog Services for
the Webs

Figure 32: OGC Standard Structure Client Application
The search flow is indicated in Figure 33. After searching in several CSWs (who)
with specified constraints (what, where), WFS that are registered in these CSWs and are
satisfied with the constraints are shown as tabs. The colored dots on the map are
associated with data sources having similarly colored tabs. When users click on the dots,
they can download the time series data from the specific site.
Different scales of water data agencies are distinguished through Catalog Services
and can be searched using a standard workflow. Although different publication tools or
methods are used for different catalog services, they all use OGC standard specifications
for implementation. This is the objective of creating a standardized Multi-Scale HIS.
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Specify
parameters
Select CSWs

Start

Search
Download time series
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Figure 33: Services Stack Application to Search Across Multi-scale Services
Two pieces of important information are transmitted through the application
example:
1)

OGC Standard Services are used for data publication, cataloging and

data query. The „Who‟ box include different CSWs, whose list could be achieved from a
MetaCatalog hosted in some central organization, say the CUAHSI program office. The
USGS WFS are published as a test through USGS NWIS services, and the Texas WFS
are published temporarily by CRWR through Esri Geoportal at UT-Austin. The
application follows the logic of “Who, What, Where” to send the query constrains to the
GetRecord method in Catalog Services specification and returns metadata features that
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include the query constrains in Web Feature Services by calling the GetCapabilities and
the GetFeatures methods in the WFS specification. Then Data Consumers can access the
desired WFS and data services included to download time series of interest.
2)

Multi-Scale HIS can be searched. Different Catalog Services represent for

different levels of Data Providers and could be hosted in a MetaCatalog. For example, the
HIS Central Catalog includes the WFS of USGS NWIS, the Texas Catalog includes some
sample water data from TWDB and other Texas hydrologic agencies, and the CAPCOG
Catalog includes the City Of Austin water data service which was published in CRWR
using the WISKI water information system. Different approaches are used for different
levels of water data, but all of them are conformal with OGC standards. The Catalog
Services distinguish among the data sources clearly, which is a meaningful application
for building a Multi-Scale HIS.
6.2.2 KiWIS
The Multi-Scale HIS is able to be implemented on high level Catalog Services in
lieu of the data publication level, as indicated in Figure 31. From Data Providers‟ view,
KiWIS is an OGC standards-compliant publication tool based on the WISKI database
that could be used in any scale of HIS. Other water data agencies not using WISKI could
have their own publication methods, i.e. an upgraded ODM using WaterML2.0 encoding.
However, from the long-term perspective, KISTERS Inc. would like to develop
KiWIS as a hub to manage water data provided from different agencies. Web services
from different organizations can be registered and configured on KiWIS API. This
includes not only CUAHSI WaterOneFlow service, but also OGC standard services such
as SOS using WaterML2.0 specification, as well as WMS/WFS metadata services. An
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example view of KiWIS including City of Austin services, TWDB Sondes WaterOneflow
service and USGS NWIS WaterOneFlow service is shown in Figure 34.
In this example, the City of Austin services with real-time water data (as shown in
the bottom right WML2.0 schema) are published directly from the local hosted database,
while the other two are registered from external services in configuration files. In this
sense, the KISTERS system can either be a publication tool as ODM to publish OGC
standard services, or be a central server that includes several web services. Although the
latter is not a primary objective for KiWIS at this point, it‟s a potential developing
direction in future.

Figure 34: A Multi-Scale HIS hosted by KiWIS
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6.2.3 ArcGIS Servers
An Esri‟s GeoPortal supporting different CSW endpoints registered has been
established by Fernando Salas as a trial at CRWR and users can search across different
sites using the web portal, as shown in Figure 35. At the CRWR Catalog service (This
Site), some entities such as City of Austin and LCRA have registered their web services.
At the HIS Central Catalog service, there are 60 services catalogs returned as search
results. There are also other CSWs such as ArcGIS.com and GI-cat THREDDS
Motherlode which is published by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR). The portal makes the cross searching among different levels of CSWs possible.

Figure 35: GeoPortal Published at CRWR
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Besides, an ArcGIS map server was published by Salas using ArcMap at CRWR.
It includes sites measured by City of Austin, LCRA and USGS, distinguished by dots
with different colors, among which COA and USGS have been setup providing real time
water data using WaterML2.0 and WaterML1.1 separately, as shown in Figure 36. This
provides a web server HUB from which users can access time series data directly from
the visualized dots of stations of different organizations.

Figure 36: ArcGIS Map Server with Real Time Water Data
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
7.1 BUILD A MULTI-SCALE HIS
Different pieces of Multi-Scale HIS have been built separately. CUAHSI HIS has
been successful in bringing water data all over the country together by having 71 services
registered on HIS Central. It is building up a one-stop service for data consumers to
access their desired water data by providing several CUAHSI HIS structure based
applications such as HydroExcel and HydroDesktop.
On a scaled down level, the TWDB is building a Texas HIS whose structure and
workflow are conformal with CUAHSI HIS. Several products have been made in the
previous efforts of Texas HIS, such as the DATA.CRWR web site registered with
services from Texas water data providers, the thematic services integrating specific
variables from different data sources and so on. Meanwhile, further research on Texas
HIS has been made in the TWDB Coastal GeoDatabase project for constructing a
standardized, CUAHSI HIS-compliant and practical system for Texas. Based on the
requirements of TWDB, some reference documents were provided in this thesis from
section 4.3.1 to 4.3.4, which are going to be used as directed in Figure 16. Through
controlling 11 parameters as proposed, a unit conversion file/tool should be developed in
Texas HIS, which converts units used in data sources‟ web services to standard units used
in Texas HIS Central.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the bottom of the Multi-Scale HIS is the CAPCOG
including services from local water entities, which could be realized by multiple
approaches. The KiWIS developed by KISTERS Inc., which could publish OGCcompliant web services in different formats based on the KISTERS WISKI database, is
one of them. In this way, the traditional local water data management system can be
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visited publically through web services. This is a newer and more integrated method than
current ODM method.
7.2 WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED
Currently, CUAHSI HIS is the only complete HIS system that works as a whole
using the services-oriented architecture. All web services, including nation-wide, state
wide and research institutes, are registered in the CUAHSI HIS Central. This makes
CUAHSI HIS become the only Service Catalog. Although the catalog includes lots of
data services, it is not straightforward for specific purposes, such as the CAPCOG
emergency response system in Texas.
Another problem in current CUAHSI HIS is the time consuming and tedious work
of harvesting metadata from some federal services, which have a large amount of data, at
HIS Central, since it is designed to harvest the metadata from each time series of the
service. Maintaining this metadata catalog is problematic.
The two issues above can be solved using the OGC standard models and services
into the CUAHSI HIS services-oriented architecture. Considering the possible different
purposes for groups of organizations, several catalogs of services should be built under a
highest level catalog. This is how the MetaCatalog structure works. It is a pyramid
structure with a MetaCatalog at the top, and several parallel catalogs services beneath,
and then data and metadata services for specific purposes under each catalog service, as
the Figure 31 indicates. This is a clearer architecture than the current one.
During the OGC Water Information Services Concept Development Study,
several OGC models and services such as Catalog Services for the Web (CS/W), Web
Feature Service (WFS) and Sensor Observation Service (SOS) were recommended.
Meanwhile, after the implementation and the application of WaterML1.0 and
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WaterML1.1 as the hydrologic data transmission encoding for several years, a more
generic and standard WaterML, not only conformal with WaterOneFlow service but also
OGC standard services such as the SOS, is necessary. Thus a process implementing
WaterML2.0 into an adopted OGC standard has been initiated in OGC for the entire
transformation process.
In Texas HIS, there are some Texas WaterOneFlow services registered separately
at the DATA.CRWR web page, however, they are not usable for a client application to
search as HydroDesktop does for CUAHSI HIS. Also, there are duplicate registries of
some services at the DATA.CRWR and at the CUAHSI HIS. Although the services used
by Texas HIS are conformal with the ones used by CUAHSI HIS, both WaterOneFlow
for now, Texas HIS actually concerns different variables from the CUAHSI HIS. Only 11
parameters proposed in this research are used in Texas HIS, thus it is unnecessary to use
the complicate ontology tree in CUAHSI HIS.
Because of the different requirements between Texas HIS and CUAHSI HIS,
different services‟ operations are necessary from what CUAHSI HIS Central web service
has. For example, an operation called “GetUnitInfo” may be necessary considering the
units conversion requirement in Texas HIS. The TWDB is implementing their own Texas
HIS Central service with such services‟ operations, and the client tool to integrate the
whole Texas HIS. However, the structure is the same services-oriented architecture as
CUAHSI HIS uses.
7.3 FUTURE RESEARCH AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As the TWDB is developing the Texas HIS, the research about the CUAHSI HIS
OGC standard transformation process in this thesis can give a reference to TWDB on
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how this would happen in CUAHSI HIS. Once the OGC standard models conclude,
TWDB would have a more complete and integral idea.
Kisters has made it possible to publish the standard Sensor Observation Service
with WaterML2.0 encoding through its WISKI database, and this has become real at
CRWR for the CAPCOG flash flood warning system. The system involving more
entities, such as USGS NWIS and LCRA, can be established, using the same servicesoriented architecture. A hub service having these data services registered in can be built
at CRWR and this will form a local level catalog service within the MetaCatalog pyramid
structure.
The standard transformation is a complicated and long time period procedure
including many organizations and technical details. Current efforts at CRWR have
indicated that publishing OGC standard services for data services in different scales and
searching across them is possible, such as the ArcGIS servers and the services stack
application.
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Appendix A Parameters Mapping Table
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Appendix B Units Conversion Table

Legends:
Red Table:
Standard Objective Units
Green Table:
Original Web Services Units
Yellow Table: Offset Factors
Conversion:
From Greens to Reds
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